
Automatic Liquid Soap/Alcohol Sanitizer Dispenser 700ML Hands-Free
Sensor Wall

RRP: $64.95

Australians are now more aware of the need for better hygiene both at

home and out in public. With this automatic liquid soap and hand sanitiser

dispenser by Randy & Travis Machinery, you can assure yourself that

you're doing your best to keep your family, employees, and customers

safe from a variety of illnesses. Its sleek, modern lines look equally good in

both home and commercial applications, while its neutral white colour

pairs well with almost any colour scheme. It accommodates both alcohol-

based hand sanitiser and hand soap, so you can choose which cleaner is

the best choice for your needs. Or, buy two dispensers and offer people a

choice.

With its infrared smart sensor, this motion-activated dispenser can

automatically ‘sense' when your hands are ready to wash, allowing you to

clean up completely touch-free. It dispenses exactly one millilitre of liquid,

avoiding waste and a soapy mess on your benchtops. It's easy to install,

easy to use, and has a LED indicator light, making it ideal for night use as

well. Its 700-millilitre capacity ensures you won't need to refill as often as

smaller dispensers. Use it in your bathroom and kitchen at home, and in a

wealth of settings at work, including schools, universities, airports,

restaurants, offices, doctors' and dentists' practices, and, of course,

hospitals. It's even lockable, in case hand sanitiser and antibacterial hand

soap become valuable commodities again. Protect your home and

workplace from transmittable diseases. Order your soap dispenser today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: ABS
Colour: White
Capacity: 700mL
Amount of liquid dispensed: 1mL
Dimensions: 11 x 10 x 16.5cm (L x W x H)
Batteries required: 4AA batteries (not included)
Sensor range: 2-10cm
Accessories: Mounting hardware, user manual
Appropriate for both home and commercial use
LED indicator light for visibility at night
Infrared sensor automatically dispenses liquid
Fully automatic and touch-free
Lockable for security
Suitable for liquid soap and alcohol-based hand sanitisers
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